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by investigators at the Georgia Institute of Technology in the
devel_mm_t of techniques for passive mlcr_mve retrieval of water vapor,
claud and precipitation _ using millimeter- and sub-millimeter
wavelength channels is reviewed. Channels of partlc_lar interest are in the
_ic transmission winduws at 90, 166, 220, 340 and 410 _4z and
centered around the _ter vapor lines at 183 and 325 GHz. Collectively,
these channels have potential application in high-resolution mapping (e.g.,
from g_ orbit), remute sensing of cloud and precipitation
parameters, and retrieval of water vapor profiles.
During the period from July i, 1992 _ _ 31, 1992, the
Millimeter-wave Imaging Radiumeter fMIR) cumPleted successful clear-air
data flights cn the NASA ER-2. Coincident data was collected frum several
other souroes, including the EMSP S_2 satellite, collocated
radiosondes, a ground-based Raman lidar, the Mill_e Temperature
s_nder 0_s) _d _ _age_.
Optimal calibration of the MIR using a Wiener filter to facilitate
estimating the _'s gain and offset has been demonstrated.
Prel_ reduction of the clear-air flight data shows good agreement
between MIR and SSM/T-2 brightnesses, al_ same unexplained random
discrepancies have been found between zenith MIR brightnesses at 89, 150,
and 220 _z and radioQ_]e-based calcttlaticns.
In order to resolve questicms ocrcerning the absolute calibration of
both the MIR and similar mi_ _, the investigation of the
scattering and emission frua micruwave black_ calibration loads has
ocmtinued. A new analytical formulation of the _led wave method for
iossy period surfaoes has been develupod, and an extension of the method to
twp-dlmensicnal periodic structures is being develcpod. A preliminazy
therm_ anmysis for t_ w_k_-type io_ _s a_o b_n dev_.
Integration of three suhmill_ channels an the MIR at 325+/-
1,3, and 8 _ is m_ding, and _=nd be _leu_ in time to _iow _ata
flights durirg the Trq_ical Oo_nn Global Atm_/Coupled Ocean-
Atm_ Res_ Exper_ (TOGA/OOARE , Jar_-February 1993).
A nm_ study _m._ under this grant is the investigation of the
utility of the third Stokes parmeter _*> for passive Emote sensing
of both ooean _ direction and oriented Ice partic/es in cirrus clouds.
To this end, a crc6s_atic_ ch_E_el has been _led on the 92-a4z
fixsd-beam slant-path radiometer to be flown on the NASA DC-8 during
_/C0ARE. An _ polarized calibration load for use during
TOGA/COARE has also been deve/o_d.
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_Ca_'ALzr_v_'r.u_
Activit/es within the period f_m July 1, 1992 _ _n__ 31,
1992 by Georgia Tech _ in _illlmeter and _3_[lllmeter wavele/_ih
_ic r_mts sensing have been centersd around the calibration of
the Millimeter-wave Imaging Radiometer _MIR), preliminary flight data
analysis, and preparaticm for TOGA/CDARE. _e MIR irstr_ent is a joint
project _ NASA/GSFC and Georgia Tech. In the current configuration,
the MIR has ahannels at 90, 150, 183+/-1,3,7, and 220 GHz. Provislcns for
three additional charmels at 325+/-1,3 ar_ 8 GHz have been made, and a 325-
_4z receiver is currently being built by the ZAX Millimeter Wave
Oorporation for use in the MIR. Past Georgia Tech contributions to the MIR
and its related scientific uses have included basic system design studies,
performance analyses, and circuit and rad/ametric load design, in-flight
software, and post-flight data display software.
The cumbinaticn of the above millimeter wave and suhmillimeter wave
c_%nnels aboard a single well-calibrated _ will provide unique
radiumetric data for radiative transfer and cloud and water vapor retrieval
studies. A paper by the PI _i_c__,_qing the potential benefits of passive
millimeter- and submillimeter wave c_ezvaticms for cloud, water vapor and
precipitation im_surE_ents has recently been published ([Gasiewski, 1992],
I, MIR Data Analysis
At this time, all MIR hardware and software (both in-flight and post-
flight) for unattended q__ratiun aboard the NASA ER-2 has been cumPleted.
_he z_mmtnass of the _ has been _mzmstratsd by three data
flights during May, 1992 (13 flight hours) and six data flights (27 flight
hours) during June-July, 1992. A summazy of the 1992 MIR flights to date is
shown in Table i. Applicable data fr_ other _, including the
Massachusetts Institute of Tedmology's Mill_ve Temperature Sounder
0 s), the Airbor Oo n Color  ger rasp saV 2
radicmetric sounder, the NASA/GSFC R_man water vapor lidar, and collocated
radiosondes is available and currently being compiled.
. 4
MIR calibratian is accumplished using hot and cold blackbody load views
(once per scan) alang with appropriately weighted t_perature values from
eight resistive t_mperature semsors located an the loads. Previously, a
causal infinite impulse response (IIR) discrete filter _s used to pruvide
quick es_mt_ of the _ gain and offset values frum the noisy
single-scan est_mae_. Rsoently, moi_ has been written to demcr_-trate
the applicatian of an a_cimal nero-causal filter (the Wiener filter) to
est ate HIR gains and o fsete 1993], S).
_he filter coefficients are derived _ estimates of the autmcozrelatlon
functians for the gain and offsets of the _. A oumpariscn of the
estimated gains for the 89-G_z Qhannel using the IIR (Fig. ib) and Wiener
filter (Fig. lc) illustrates that a significant reduction in calibration
noise is usir the  il r.
_he q_dmal calibration software also i_ludes a r_linear jump
detector based on a statistical Z-test to identify stable periods of
operatim. Within these periods the lireer Wiener filter is applied. _he
calibration software is currently being ir_orporated into a user-frierdly
package for distribution to MIR investigators at GSFC and Georgia Tech.
An analysis of c/ear-air data ol_erved using the MIR during the Jur_-
July deployment suggests generally good a_ with coincident down-
looking brightnesses observed by the SSM/T-2 satellite [Wang et al, 1993].
Further cumparisans using up-looking d__rvaticns and radiative transfer
calculations based an coincident radios_zle _ show apparantly
random diff_ of up to +/-40 K in the 89, 150, and 220 GHz channels
(Fig. 2). _hese diff_ are hypothesized to be caused by either MIR
calibratian or radlosande error in water vapor _ at altitudes
above -5 kin. A more comprehensive analysis using a larger set of coincident
2. Calib_tion Load Analysis
In a recent publication by Gasiewski and Jackson [1992], the coupled
wave method [Mcharam and Gaylord, 1982] for determining the reflectivity of
lossy wedge-type absorbers WaS verified against measured laboratory data.
Since this time, a ne_ formulation of the coupled wave method based upon
multiport linear network theory has been developed, and reflectivity
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calculations for several wedgeabsorber geumetries have been performed. _he
reflectivity for typical hrm-e;c_y _typs lo_s with various
electrical depths and periods (Fig. 3) provides a basis for the design of
wideband radiomtric calibration targets.
In order to predict the amount of _ emission from a calibration
target, the tm___ature distribution over the _ needs to be known.
_ds is particularly critical near the tips of the absorkm_, where much of
the emission occurs and thermal gradients are large. To this end, a steady
state thermal analysis of a wedge-tTpe _ has been initiated. _he
solution to the heat equaticm is performed using the coupled hazmccdc
method. Preliminary results suggest that thermal gradients near the
absorbing (and, hence, emitting) tips of the wedges are significant
to warrant _nsidaration in calibration load analysis.
_, 325-(_Lz Receiver for use on the MIR
_he implementation of a 325-G4z receiver on the MIR has been a high
Georgia Te_h priority. A double-balanced _ diode mixer employing a
subhar_cally-pumped local oscillator _-dcubled Gunn diode suuroe
has been fabricated by the ZAX Millimeter-Wave Oorporation of San Dimas,
CA, and is currently being flight qualified. _he dcuble-sideband noise
figure attaJmed for the receiver is "12 dB (4300 K noise temperature),
which is _le for ascertaining science results at _ frequencies.
reoeiver is expected to be available for integration into the MIR near
the end of 1992, and operative on the ER-2 for data flights during
TOGA/OOARE, JanL_ry-February, 1993.
4. Polar4m_ric Mi_ve Padicmetrv
_dle the utility of vertically and hor_ly polarized brightness
temperatures for both surface and atmospheric remote serving has lung been
_, u_ _ u_ of the third Stokes parameter _=_h*> in
Earth remute semsing has largm/y been overlooked. However, cur recent
laboratory msasurmmmts using a fresh---,,,'ater wave tank [_unkee and
Gasiewsk/, 1993] illustrate a significant dependence of TU on the
propagation direction of the water wave (Fig. 4). The TU experimental data
for the case of a 65° ck_ervation angle is well corroborated using a
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g_mEtrical optics model for surface reflectivity, al_ not all
incident angles and polarizations agree quite as wall. _he relatively lalrIe
amplitude of the TU signal (+/-i0 K), along with the c_rvation that TU is
in with the in Tv Th that
semsing of ocean _ direction might be facilitated using a
spaceborne polarimetric radiumeter. Indeed, this has been suggested by
Wentz [1992] and Dzura et al [1992].
In additiun to striated water surfaces, it is hypothesized that
polarimetric micruwave signatures in Tv, Th, and TU will be _ by
oriented ice particles, for example, in electrified cirrus anvils. _,
micsmave depolarization signatures in spao__und c_mmnicatiors links
have been associated with lightning discharge@ [CQx and Arnold, 1979].
To test these hypotheses _ have performed the necessary electronic and
hardware modificaticms to c__rate the NASA/GSPC 92-GHz polarimetric
radim_ter on the NASA DC-8 aircraft during TOGA/_ARE. _e radiometer,
develuped under a previous NASA grant (NAG 8-829), permits precise
m_surmment of the first three Stokes' parameters. _ is accumplished
using a conventional dual-polarization radiumeter a_mented with a third
cross-correlation channel. Accurate calibration is performed using a
polarized calibration load [Gasiewski and Kunkee, 1993]. Integration and
testing of the polarimetric radiometer was performed at NASA/ARC during
December, 1992.1
In addition to the aimzraft integration, additional laboratory
of the upwalling polarimet_ic emission at 92-(_Iz from moist
striated sand and soil _ meam/red. Althc%_ signatu_ in all of the
first three Stokes' parameters %_are measured, a oumplete analysis of this
is p zU .
1 _ds is believed to be the first fully polarimetric radlometer to be
operated in Earth remote serving experlmsmts on a US research aircraft. A
predecessor 37-GHz ir_trtEsm_ was flown during experiments ocrducted by the
Soviets during the late 1980's [Dzura etal, 1992].
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To date, Geonjia Te_ has provi_d assistan_ to NASA/GSFC in the
mschanical and electrical design of the MIR, and has been primarily
respunsible for MIR flight and analysis software. At this time, our primary
interests are a/rborne data collection using the MIR, the Integration of
the 325-_z receiver into the MIR, and the 4_velopment of _RF and S_
meteorological retrieval algorithms.
To assist in the collection of airborne data _uring TOGA/CCI_RE, at
least une Georgia Tec_ investigator will be present at the COARE aircraft
cperatiuns site in Tuwnsville, Australia during January-February, 1993. A
high priority is assigned to integrating the 325-_ receiver into the MIR
for data flights during TOGA/COARE. At this time, it appears likely that
the 325-(_Lz channels will be operational for at least part of C0ARE.
_he MIR data frcxn TOGA/CDARE and the 1992 data flights is current/y
stored in raw format on high-density 8-ram tapes. For purposes of
meteorological data analysis, calibration software incorporating nonlinear
Wiener filtering and aircraft roll cumpensation is being implemented.
will greatly facilitate the cleaz--air comparisons and cloud and
precipitation studies, and will pruvide a practical means of dis_ting
optimally calibrated data to collaborating investigators.
CcfKxuvrent with the MIR operation, retrievals of water vapor and cloud
water um_nt _ _F and _ observati_ will be purm_d. One prumising
method is the non-linear statistical Iterat/ve method used by Kuo [1988].
An extension of this technique to incline cloud water _, base
altitude, cloud thickness and surface emissivity as variable parameters is
_rren_y being __. _ _/sing _ is h_eU on a
multidimensional nonlinear map implemented using an artificial neural net.
Here, the use of the backprupagation algorithm to train a net c_sisting of
two-layers (of about 10 _ each) on simulated radicmetric data is
To provide sufficient computational capabilities (disk storage capacity
a_ _ing _) to p_Torm the Mm data _ing and retriev_
studies, _ are planning to purchase a Hewlett-Packard model 710
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workstation or equivalent 80486-based _ under this grant.
In order to better characterize the RF response and absolute acoJracy
of the MIR, it is planned to ship the _ to Geo_ia Tech for tests,
i_/uding: (i) RF p_sband _ masurm_nts .sing a p1a_a
noise soazoe and spectrum analyzer, (2) local oscillator interfererK_ and
reflection _ using a movable reflecting plate, and (3)
calibration-load foam reflection and transmission msasurmmrCs.
simple _easureme_cs will lm:_ic_ areers to questions (rr_
calibration of the MIR and the use of the 183 and 325-G4z data in radiative
tra.s_er in_c_eris_s.
Accurate absolute calibration of the MIR requires that the total
reflectivity of the hot and cold loads be less than 1%, and known to better
than 0.1%. Marc_acturer's specifications typically provide only the
specular component of the reflectivity, which is thought to be
substant/ally less than the total raflect/vity. In order to refine the MIR
calibration, _ plan to extend the study of the electromagnetic
characteristics of wedge-type blacJdxx_ loads to the more desirable
Our approach is to develop numerical models for one- and two-
dimensionally periodic lossy gratings using the cuupled wave method. We
currently have software based on the coupled wave method to predict the
reflect/vity of cne-dimensionally periodic loads of arbitrary dielectric
profile. Extension of the coupled wave model to two-dimensionally periodic
surfaces appears feasible, and will be attesCCed. In addition to the
electromagnetic analysis, work on the steady state thermal analysis for
and t_r_lim_nsicmally periodic calibration loads will be cont/nued.
Although, the radiometric calibration load reflectivity analysis is of
im_rtance in mn_u%_nding precision radimeter calibration, it is of
tertiary importance relative to the ERF and _ data collection and
analysis.
To further invest/gate the potential of polariam¢_ic rad/ometry in
rsscfce sensing of surface and atmospheric _, the following
projects are planned: (1) Airtxm_ fully-polarimetric radiometer
observations using the NASA/GSFC 92-(_z radiometer on the NASA DC-8 will be
during TOGA/COARE. Of particular interest will be correlations of
polarimetric signatures in the mi_ data and both th_n_tcrm
electrificatiun and oc6an _ _. (2) _ re_ucT/an of
lab_ator_ polarimetric radiumeter data meamzed over water _aves and both
wet and dry sand and soil. Inf_tion on the polarLz_ _es of su_
surfaces will be useful in nmmts sensing of ocean dmmcteristics and
vegetatiun as well as m_krstandi_ the effects of surface emission on
passive atmospheric smmding. (3) To reduce the cumplexity of calibrating a
polarimetric radiometer, the design of a digital cross-correlatcr will be
ccntd/_sd. _he cross correlatcr will be a precursor to the une pr_posed to
be used an the _%SA/MSFC Advan_d Micmm_ve Pr_clpitstion __a_t-r (AMPR)
[Casiewski and Kunkee, 1992b]. _he bandwidth of the cross-correlator will
be appr=dmataly 500 _Rz, making the device useful for widaband radiumetric
d%armels.
Recummemded Iamrovements tot he MIR
AI_ the performance of the MIR during airborne and gr_md-based
measuriRnerCus in 1992 was good, sane modificaticr_ to improve stability and
calibration aouuracy are recmmen_. _hese include:
1. To minimize calibration uncertainty _ to load reflectivity and
spillover, it is _ that both loads be moved closer to the
sc_ mirror (ap_tely 2 cm is available), the scan cavity be lined
with moderately absorptive material (e.g. "Echosorb") and its app_ts
_tore mm_itored, and the antenna beams 0_%ind the le_s array) be
isolated frum each other using thin (2-ram) walls of absorbing material.
Some metal brackets should also be shaved in order to provide all 5 MIR
feedhorns with m_m_xucted views of their respective lenses.
2. Precise In-situ sensitivity patterns for all receivers should be
meammssd, including both near and far-zome sensitivities. _ will allow
the determination of the amuunt and significance of beam spillcvar at the
calibration loads, as well as provide a check on the beam alignment and
focussing. If needed, new calihratiun load shzzmx_ might be machined to
subtend a sllght/y larger solid angle.
3. A grooved TPX insulator should be designed and fabricated to cover
the calibration loads. Using the coupled-wave software, the transparency of
the insulator could be optimized far the suite of MIR frequencies. It is
expected that such a cover will exhibit less scattering and absorption than
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the _yrof_m _ uurrm_/y used, yet _vi_ _te
Insulatlon. Provisians for pu_ing the spaoe behind the io_ oover with dry
nltrog_ bef_ nights sh_ld be _I_.
4. IAn'ing flights, _ instability in the tam_mrann_m of the
calibratian loads and mixer ta__ratures was noted. For this reason alone,
_t_. _na_ _d _ r_msi_ U_ .=_i._r _mic
thermal respanses of the various _ectrical circuits ccr_idered.
Huw_ver, the current regulators are also quite inefficient in that they are
resistive (lossy) in design. Hence, they heat the MIR frame 4mm_4_tely
them considerably. Modified regulators based on lossless
swi_ _si_ sh_nd he us_ hare. Pr_i_d proper _ a_
shielding practices are followed, interf_ caused by switchir_ noise
fram these devices should not occur.
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Table i.
MIR intec/ration and data flights: 1992.
sortie#
92-087
92-089
92-090
92-130
92-131
92-132
92-134
92-135
92-140
Date Time
(m_c) _ m,mrks
C'...':'o)
5/11/92 1900-2200 MIR,MIS(u),AOCI '
5/14/92 2315-0515 MIR,MI'_(d) ,AOCI *
5115192 2320-0500 ,_R,mS(u),AOCI *
7/23/92 2102-2312 MTS(d)
7/29/92 0659-1325 MPS(d) +*
7/30/92 0708-1335 MTS(d) +*
8/2/92 0631-0930 _ +
8/3/92 0300-0606 M_S +
8/6/92 0658-1314 MTS +*
• seV_2 sa_lite underpass.
+ Gromd-based Raman H20v lidar overnight.
Note: '%/" or "d" indicate up-looking or down-
looking,respectively.
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Figure I: Mm 89-GHz _ gain _-tlmtas: (a) slr_1_
estimates, (b) IIR filtered est/mates, using 10% of the current
single-sp_ gain and 90% o_ the _ e_imte, and (c) Wiener
filtered es_ _w_t_.
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Numerical Sensitivity Analysis of Passive
EHF and SMMW Channels to Troposphe:r
Water Vapor, Clouds, and Precipitation
A. J. Gasiewski, Member, IF.EE
Abstraet_Potentlal uses of specific Extremely High Frequency
(EHF) and Sub-Millimeter-Wave (SMMW) channels st 90, 166,
183, 220, 32.5, 340, and 410 GHz for passive spaceborne remote
leasing of the troposphere and liwcr strntospbere m_e Mves-
tlpted using an JteratJve numerical ntdlatJve transfer model.
Collectively, these channels offer potential for high spathd rts-
edutJon imaging using diffrnctlin-UmJted apertures of prnctJcal
8ize, sling with the ability to profile water vapor, map predp-
J_ltion beBenth optically opaque cliud cover, and to measure
nonprecipitatJng cloud (e.g., cirrus) parameters. The numerical
stud)', along with the results of previous passive microwave ex-
periments, suggests that s wJdely4paced set of EHF and SMMW
channels can yJcid observable degrees of frt_lom related to
clouds and precipitation not available by exclusively using the
more thoroughly studied microwave channels below 183 Gllz.
A new passive airborne imaging instrument for tropospheric
meteoroligical sensing st 90, 150, 183=1, 3, '7, 220, and 325zl,
3, 9 GHz, the Millimeter-wave imaging Radiometer (MIR), is
described.
I. INTRODUCTION
S Pacebome passive microwave measurements of tropo-
spheric meteorological parameters are impeded by at least
two problems: (1) spatial undersampling of the brightness
field due to the inherently broad antenna patterns of practical
satellite-based microwave imagers, and (2) the adverse effects
of heavy, nonprecipitating clouds on both temperature and
water vapor retrievals. On occasion, it is also desirable to
have enhanced sensitivity to thin clouds (e.g., cirrus) for the
purposes of detection and water content estimation. This need
contrasts with the primary advantage of microwave obser-
vations in relation to infrared (IR) and visible observations,
namely, an enhanced ability to probe through most cloud
cover.
These problems can be partially alleviated by observing
at specific Extremely High Frequency (EHF: 30-300 GHz)
and Sub-Millimeter Wave (SMMW: 300+ GHz) passive mi-
crowave frequencies. Of particular interest are the El.IF and
SMMW channels at 220, 325, 340, and 410 GHz, used
in conjunction with the more thoroughly investigated (or,
Manuscript received July 17, 1991; revised April 17, 1992. This work wits
supported by the Georgia Institute of Technology tad NASA Grants NAG
5-1332 and NAG 5-1490.
The MIR instrument is a joint effort between NASA GSFC tad the 5¢hool
of Electrical Engineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
The author is with the School of Electrical Engineering, Georgia Institute
of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332-0250.
Log Number 9202014.
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Fig. I. Tropospheric ckar-air IDtF tad SMMW absorption for several
relative humidities. Specific frequencies of interest are indicated by arrows.
"conventional") microwave channels at 6, 10, 18, 37, 50--60,
90, 118, 166, and 183 GHz. Collectively, these channels
sample nearly all significant clear-air tropospheric spectral
features (i.e., all 02 and H20 absorption lines and transmission
windows, see Fig. 1). In particular, they sample the relatively
featureless hydrometeor absorption and scattering spectrum
over nearly two decades in frequency, spanning the transition
from the Rayleigh to the Mie regions for a wide range of
precipitation rates (Figs. 2(a) and Co)). Interest in El-IF and
SMMW channels stems from both (1) the increased spatial
resolution available using diffraction-limited apertures of fixed
size, and (2) hypothesized observable degrees of freedom
related to water vapor, clouds, and precipitation parameters
using these channels both alone and coincident with other
lower-frequency nfi'crowave channels.
This paper discusses the results of s numerical investigation
/nto the tropospheric meteorological observables that can be
expected using 220, 325, 340, and 410 Gl-lz satellite-based
brightness measurements, both alone and in coincidence with
the conventional microwave channels. For purposes of passive
sensing, tropospheric absorption is negligible below 6 GHz
and generally excessive above 450 GHz. Thus, channels
outside this range are not considered. The following potential
capabilities of the collective set of channels are addressed:
1. Imaging with enhanced spatial resolution,
0196.-2892/92S03.00 © 1992 IEEE
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FiB. 2. Polydispersive Mie hydromeleor absorption and scailering (from
Gasiewski and Staelin liD: (a) Liquid, assuming i Marshall-Palmer drop size
disiribulion. Computations fiom Savage [2] for Ibsorptio- (t) and _.inering
(x) ire plotl©d for comparison. Co) Ice, Issuminll i S¢idlon-SdvistaVi
distnbulion. Calculations are shown for precipitation nlies of I, tO, and 40
mm/h for both phases and I00 ram/h for liquid.
2. Water vapor profiling using 325 OHz spectra,
3. Cloud detection and water content estimation, "
4. Precipitation mapping,
5. Observation of additional meteorological degrees of free-
dom using a wideband channel set.
A new cross-track scanning imaging radiometer for use
on the NASA ER-2 and DC-8 aircraft, the Millimeter-wave
Imaging Radiometer (MIR), is described. Data from the MIR
will be used to verify EHF and SMMW radiative transfer
models and demonstrate tropospheric water vapor and cloud
parameter retrieval and precipitation mapping using EHF and
SMMW channels. .:
iI. SPATIALRESOLUTIONENHANCEMENTS
Because of the the nonlinear relationship between hydrome-
teor parameters (e.g., rain rate) and brightness temperatures for
frequencies above ,_ 1OGHz, spatially undersampled imagery
can result in ambiguous precipitation parameter retrieval. For
example, at 37 GHz, a 50-mm/h oceanic rain cell occupy-
ing 10% of I beam footprint produces approximately the
same observed brightness as a 1-mm/h drizzle occupying the
entire footprint (as can be inferred from [3]), even though
the footprint-averaged rain rates differ by a factor of five.
Even in the case of passive microwave temperature sounding
(which uses a linear retrieval operator), the presence of small
undetected precipitation cells can cause substantial brightness
perturbations that are indistinguishable from mesoscale tem-
perature fluctuations. If the fractional coverage of precipitation
within the footprint is unknown, unacceptable temperature
profile retrieval errors can result. Similarly, the presence of
undetected clouds is expected to cause unacceptable water
vapor profile retrieval errors [4], [5]. Since clouds and rain
cells are typically no smaller in horizontal extent than a few
kilometers, spatial resolution comparable to this is ultimately
desirable for clear-air screening and unambiguous cloud and
precipitation measurements.
The subsatellite 3-rib footprint size of a diffraction-limited
microwave sensor with aperture diameter D (in m) is:
h
II= o.3s7-5
where R is the footprint diameter (in kin), h is the satellite
altitude (in kin), f is the frequency (in GHz), and a quadratic
apenure field taper is assumed. Footprint sizes of satellite-
based microwave imagers such as the NOAA Microwave
Sounding Unit (MSU, 110 km at ,-, 50 GHz), the Advanced
Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU-B, 15 km at 183 GHz),
and the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
Special Sensor microwave Imager (SSM/I, 12.5 km at 85.5
GHz) are larger than the sizes of many clouds and convective
precipitation cells. However, from a 1000-km altitude low-
Earth orbit, acceptable subsatellite spatial resolutions of//-
3.5 and 2.3 km at f -- 220 and 325 Gl-lz (respectively) could
be obtained with a 0.5-m aperture.
High spatial resolution will be particularly difficult
to achieve from geosynchronous orbit using conventional
microwave channels [6]. As an example, the size of the largest
solid aperture-type antenna that can be launched using either
the space shuttle or a Titan-IV vehicle is ,,, 4.4 m. The smallest
footprint size available using a this aperture at 90 GHz is
R = 34.5 km. However, at 325 and 410 GHz _ese sizes are
R - 9.5 and 7.6 km (respectively), and are satisfactory for
many hydrological and meteorological requirements [7].
IIl. WATERVAPORPROFILINGUSING325 GHz SPECTRA
The microwave absorptionspectrumof the asymmetrictop
IHpi60 is caused by rotational transitionsinduced by the
interaction of external fields with the molecule's permanent
electric dipole moment. Water vapor resonances at microwave
frequencies, in particular 183.310 and 325.153 GHz, are
adequately modeled by the Van Vleck-Weisskopf line shape
function [8]. Additional microwave absorption contributions
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TABLE !
LINE PAI_.METERS bli, _,, b3, &_ CENTER FAEOUENCTESI,, FOIt SEVEN
OF THE MOST SIG_JnOaeT 1420 LEWESFO_ TROeosPHEAIC REMOTE
SENSING, ALONG WITH CONTINUUM PARAMETEP,S b/ A,%'Db, 112 I.
s,, b_i bai _i
(GHz) (kHz/mbar) _ (OHz/mbar)
22.2351 0.0109 2,143 0.002784
183.3101 0.23 0.653 0.003164
325.1529 0.154 1.515 O.00297
380.19"74 1.19 1.018 0.003036
448.0011 Z.06 1.370 0.00238
556.9360 " 51 0.114 0.0030
752.0332 25 0.336 0.00286
by • 1.13 x 10-* (GHz'Zmbar "2)
b, = 3.57 x 10 -v (GHz'lmbr 2)
by water vapor have been hypothesized to arise from the
wings of strong H20 rotational lines located in the far-
infrared. In the microwave region, these contributions form
a "continuum" that varies slowly with frequency. To date,
attempts to model the H20 continuum absorption using both
statistical and impact theories [9] have had limited success.
However, extensive empirical characterization of both H20
continuum and resonant absorption has been done by Liebe
[ ] 0], whose reduced-line water vapor absorption model [ 11,12]
is adequate for frequencies below 1000 GHz: where _, is in
GHz, and 0 = 500/T, with T in K. The term in braces is
the H20 contribution (in ppm) to the imaginary portion of
the complex air refractivity. The parameters bz,, b2_, b3÷, and
center frequencies u, for the seven most significant H20 lines
for tropospheric and lower stratospheric passive sensing, along
with continuum parameters b! and be for the Liebe model
are listed in Table ]. The parameters of the continuum term
depend on the particular set of lines that are included in the
reduced summation. The Liebe water vapor absorption model
is consistent with clear-air absorption measurements at 337
GHz [13], [14].
From the 13ebe model, the 183 and 325-GHz lines are seen
to have nearly the same strength and broadening characteris-
tics. Thus, it is expected that satellite- or aircraft-based nadiral
observations near the 325-GHz line can be used to profile
water vapor in clear-air with essentially the same accuracy
as the 183-GHz line. (Profiling in the presence of clouds is
discussed in Section VI.) This can be seen by considering
the similarity of computed sets of nadiral clear-sir weighting
functions for channels near 183 and 325 GHz. The weighting
functions display the response of the ith channel to the kinetic
temperature T(h) at various atmospheric levels:
CTn_ -- T(h') tl_(h')dh' + Ts Ws,(f) + rc_ IVcB, (/)
(3)
where TBi is the brightness temperature for the specific
passband of the ith channel, and the weights 14._, and WcB,
are the contributions to the observed brightness from the
surface temperature Ts and cosmic background temperature
Tcs - 2.7 K.
Weighting function computations were made using the Liebe
.water vapor model and the Rosenkranz [15] oxygen absorption
model, along with an exponential water vapor profile and
the U.S. 1976 mean atmosphere temperature profile [16]. A
2-km water vapor scale height and land background were
assumed. Contributions from six SMMW 02 lines above 368
GHz (as listed by llebe [11]) are included. Nonresonant N2
absorption [17] is also included, however, it contributes only a
minor amount to the total absorption. Contributions from other
constituents are practically negligible for broadband channels
(i.e., bandwidths greater than ,,, 10 MHz) below 410 GHz.
Indeed, H20 and 02 are the dominant gaseous absorbers in
the troposphere and lower stratosphere at SMMW and lower
frequencies.
The .computations show that temperature weighting func-
tions for double-sideband channels near 183-1-1,3, 7 GHz
(Figs. 3a and b) are essentially identical to ones near
325:i:1,3,9 GHz, and a channel near the 220-GHz transmis-
sion window is essentially identical to the 166-GHz channel.
Thus, these two channel sets are expected to be equally
sensitive to water vapor for purposes of clear-air profiling. This
equivalence is further illustrated by the difference between
computed nadiral brightness temperature spectra near 183
and 325 GHz for various atmospheric scenarios (Fig. 4).
For two disparate relative humidity profiles (20% and 80%
surface relative humidity, SR]-I), the clear-air ]83- and 325-"
GHz spectra are offset by a"constant spectrum, suggesting
that the difference spectra are nearly independent of the
humidity profile. Hence, it is expected that clear-air water
vapor profiling can be performed, in principle, equally well
using channels near either the 183- or 325-GFh line. Similarly,
it is expected that low- to mid-altitude (~500-800 mbar) water
vapor can be probed equally well using channels at either the
166- or 220-GHz transmission windows.
Simulations of the AMSU-B instrument's capabilities sug-
gest that relative humidity retrieval errors as low as 5-10%
in the 300-1000 mbar pressure region can be achieved using
single-spot 90, 166, and 183-GHz data [18], [19]. The absence
_ .,o .. 0.1820_, { _ S v[ "M,iv,)2+ +
(bl PO 3 + bee0lO'S)et,
qt_
(dB/km)
Av, ffi b3i(P8 °.a + 4.8e0)
)
S_ = bl_eOase _*'(z-t)
+ ,,,)2+ a,,? +
(2)
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Fig. 4. Computed nadiral brightness spectra differences between similar ]83-
and 325-GHz channels for clear-air (20% and 80% surface relative humidity),
clouds (0.l and 0.3 8/m 3 density, 8-10 lua altitude), and precipitation (l
il/m 3 density,l-lO km altitude).
of a low-altitudesensingSMMW channel (comparable to
90 GHz) is a slight drawback. This will somewhat reduce
the 220/325-GHz retrieval accuracy in the the 800-]000
mbar pressure region, particularly for summer tropical and
mid-latitude scenarios. If desired, a 90-GI-lz channel can be
included along with the 220/325-GHz channels to provide
low-altitude sensitivity, albeit at degraded spatial resolution.
IV. CLOUD DETECTION AND WATER CONTENT ESTIMATION
Most nonprecipitating clouds consist of hydromeleors of
mean volume-equivalent radius -,, 50- 100 pm and of
densities within the range ,_ 0.01 to ,-., 0.1g/m s. Panicle
phases are generally either pure liquid or layered liquid and
ice (as in stratus and cumulus congestus) or pure ice (as in
cirrus). At IR and optical wavelengths, most of the constituent
hydmmeteors have electrical sizes ka :3, 1, where k : 7_,
,_ is the wavelength, and a is the volume-equivalent radius.
The associated cloud optical depths at IR wavelengths are
typically less than 100 m [20]. Thus, direct subceiiing probing
of nonprecipitating clouds using IR channels is not possible.
in addition, these panicles behave as Mie scatterers. Hence,
passive IR cloud observations exhibit little spectral variation
that can be easily linked to parameters of the cloud panicle
distribution.
However, for frequencies up to ,,, 400 GHz, the electrical
sizes of nonprecipitating cloud particles are typically less
than or near unity. Thus, these particles behave roughly as
Rayleigh scatterers and absorbers, and hence exhibit a mono-
tonically increasing frequency dependence in both scattering
and absorption coefficients. The dependence is illustrated in
Figs. 5(a) and (b), as based on full Mie calculations of the
scattering and absorption cofficients for clouds of exponential
hydrometeor size distribution [21]. For a cloud with a 50pro
mean particle radius, the liquid extinction coefficient increases
from _, 8 dB-lun-:-g-l-m 3 at 90 GHz to ,-, 40 dB-km -l-
g-]-m 3 at 410 GHz (a factor of ,,, 5). From these values,
it is expected that nonprecipitating liquid clouds will be
increasingly detectable at 90, 166, 220, 340, and 410 GHz,
yet will be transparent to a degree suitable for subceiling
measurements of cloud parameters. Over the same frequency
range, the ice extinction increases from ,-., 1 to ,-- 27 dB-
kin-l-g-X-mS (a factor of almost 30), suggesting that the
SMMW channels will be panicularly sensitive to ice clouds
in comparison to the conventional microwave channels.
The above hypotheses have been investigated by computing
the nadiral brightness temperature changes (relative to clear-
air) caused by a 2-kin thick cloud of varying density, base
altitude, ladtud_ and season.Computations use the iteratJve
radiative transfer model described by Gasiewski [1 ], applicable
for a planar-stratified Mie scattering atmosphere consisting
of liquid-, ice-, and mixed-phase clouds. Hydrometeor scat-
tering and absorption are modeled by Marshall-Palmer (MP)
and Sekhon-Srivastava (SS) distributed [22], [23] liquid or
ice phase Mie spheres with Henyey--Greenstein (HG) phase
functions. Two disparate temperature profiles derived from a
seasonal and latitudinal interpolation to the 1976 supplemental
U.S. standard atmosphere listing are used: January at 90 ° N
latitude (polar winter) and July at 30 ° N latitude (subtropical
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summer). The relative humidity is nominally 40% at the
surface, with a 2-km exponential scale height. However, within
cloud layers, the water vapor partial pressure is adjusted to
equal the saturation vapor pressure p,==, the determination of
which is based on the temperature T and the mass fraction ft
of total cloud water in the liquid phase:
p.=,(T,/,) : + (4)
Cloud densities range from 0.003 to 0.1 g/ms and the cloud
base-altitude is either 6 or 8 kin. The strong 424.763-GHz 02
line cools the 410-OHz window brightness temperature by -,, ]
K, and hence is included in the absorption calculation.
The results of the numerical calculations are shown in Figs.
6(a--e), where a land background with 5% reflectivity has been
used. For polar winter conditions (dark circles), all cloud water
will be in the ice phase. Under these conditions, the highest
frequencies considered (340 and 410 GHz) provide the greatest
sensitivity to cloud water, exhibiting negative perturbations
of up to 40 K (solid lines) for 0.02 g/cm _ ice integrated
water density (IWD). By assuming the ice cloud detection
threshold to be ,-- 1 K (the single-spot sensitivity of a typical
satellite-based radiometer), the minimum detectable ice IWD
is ,,, 0.001 g/era 2. This is approximately five times more
sensitive than at 90-GHz.
However, random brightness perturbations of -4-3 - 4 K
at 340 or 410 GHz can be expected due to variations in
atmospheric water vapor content. These variations can be
parameterized by changes in the surface relative humidity
(Figs. 6(d--¢), dashed lines, dark circles). Since clear-air zenith
transmissivities at 340 and 410 GHz are 75% and 55%, respec-
lively, random variations of .63% in the surface emissivity
will produce additional brightness perturbations of .65 - 6 K.
In order to unambiguously detect clouds in the presence of
both water vapor and surface variations, the cloud detection
threshold must be increased from -., 1 K to ,,, 8- )0 K In
this case, the minimum detectable IWD using 340 or 410 GHz
rises to ,,, 0.004 g/crn 2. At 90 GHz, brightness perturbations
due to water vapor variations are negligible, but those caused
by variations of up to -63% in surface emissivity will be
somewhat larger (+7 K) due to the reduced zenith opacity.
For unambiguous detection, the minimum detectable ice IWD
at 90 GHz rises to ,,- 0.02 g/cm2.-Thus, even when water
vapor and surface emissivity variations are considered, the
SMMW sensitivity to ice IWD for polar winter conditions
is approximately a factor of five greater than at 90 GHz.
For subtropical summer conditions (open circles), cloud
water can be liquid, ice, or mixed phase, depending on altitude.
For the 8-km base-altitude cloud, virtually all cloud water
is frozen. However, for the 6-km base-altitude cloud, an
appreciable fraction of the column (-,- 55 %) is liquid. At 90
GHz, the larger extinction coefficient of cloud liquid (relative
to ice) causes the lower altitude (6 ion, mixed-phase) cloud to
be more easily detected than the high-altitude (8 km, ice-phase)
one (Fig. 6a). Conversely, at higher frequencies (e.g., 166,
220, 340, and 410 GHz), two separate effects allow for easier
detection of the higher-altitude cloud: (1)The single-scattering
albedo of ice is significantly larger than liquid. Thus, the ice
cloud top is more reflective than the ice-liquid cloud, and (2)
the opacity of the increased water vapor burden between the
tatellite and the lower-altitude cloud top is greater. Thus. the
response to the lower cloud is diminished. The latter effect is
referred to as "water vapor screening." Channels from 166 to
410 GHz are well suited to detecting high-altitude ice clouds
due to an absence of water vapor screening. Lower-altitude
liquid and mixed-phase clouds are also detectable at 166--410
Gl-Iz, but the advantage in sensitivity relative to 90 OHz is
expected to be completely lost for cloud tops below -,- 4-6 km
from screening. The greatest sensitivity to subtropical summ_'r
clouds of arbitrary altitude is expected at ,,, 220 GHz. The
greatest invariance to cloud altitude (i.e., cloud water phase)
is expected at ,,, 166 GHz.
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Neglecting water vapor and surface emissivity variations,
the minimum detectable IWD's for high-altitude (8-kin base
altitude) subtropical-summer ice clouds are comparable to
those found for the polar winter case. However, for unam-
biguous cloud detection in the presence of water vapor and
surface variations, the subtropical-summer detection thresholds
must be increased to ,',, 10 - 25 K, depending on the channel
frequency, in this case, the minimum detectable IWD rises
to ,,, 0.1 - 0.15g/cm 2 for any of the channels from 90 to
410 GHz, and the sensitivity advantages of the high fTequency
channels (166-410 GHz) appear to be lost. However, these
advantages can be recovered if the water vapor distribution
can be independently measured, as discussed in Section VI.
Note that for subtropical summer conditions, the 340 and 410
GHz channels are highly insensitive to variations in either
surface temperature or emissivity.
The analysis over an ocean background modeled by a
smooth Fresnel-reflecting surface yields similar results. Here,
the surface reflectivity is 30-45% at 90 GHz, but decreases
to 15-25% at 340 GHz. At the high EHF and SMMW
frequencies, this is only slightly greater than for the case of
land. hence the resulting cloud sensitivities are nearly identical.
Any differences are even further reduced by ocean foam
coverage. In contrast, the sensitivity to clouds at 90-GHz is
significantly affected by the highly reflecting ocean surface.
Not only is the brightness cooling caused by scattering ice
clouds reduced, but a brighmess warming caused by absorbing
water clouds becomes observable. Although this bimodal
effect complicates comparisons between oceanic cloud water
sensitivities at 90 and 340 GHz, it appears that the sensitivity
advantages of the SMMW channels that have been shown over
land are only further enhanced over ocean.
It is also recognized that random surface and atmospheric
temperature variations can produce brightness perturbations
comparable to those caused by surface emissivity variations.
However, the effects of surface and atmospheric temperature
variations are expected to be more easily correctable than those
of surface emissivity. Indeed, ocean surface temperature is
a slowly varying process that can be determined to within
,,- I°C by a combination of shipborne measurements, satellite
measurements, and climatology, in addition, an increase in
ocean temperature causes the Fresnel ocean emissivity at EHF
and SMMW frequencies to decrease, thereby partly cancelling
the effects of the temperature increase on the overall emission.
Soil temperatures and vegetation-covered surfaces are highly
variable on a diurnal time scale, but exhibit correlations
with lower-tropospheric temperatures; both surface and tro-
pospheric temperatures are observable to within ,,- 1 - 3 K
by passive microwave sensors operating at lower frequencies
[24], [25]. For all of these surfaces, the impact of residual
surface temperature variations on cloud detection capablilties
should be minimal. Variations in the temperatures of wet soil
and vegetation-, snow- and ice-covered surfaces are slightly
more difficult to characterize. However, upon correction, their
impact on the cloud detection thresholds should not dominate
over those of surface emissivity. Overall, the assumption of a
maximum surface emissivity error of -/-3% justifies neglecting
surface temperature variations when corrections are used.
The preceding discussion assumes that the responses of
the SMMW channels to IWD are independent of the actual
thickness of the cloud. Indeed, for a given (fixed) hydrometeor
size distribution, this assumption is well founded, as illustrated
by the computed brightness perturbations for a subtropical
summer cloud with a middle-altitude of 7.5 kin, a constant
IWD of 2.0 g/cm 2, and thickness varying from 0.5 to 4.0 km
(Table II, case "a", using MP and SS mean sizes for 0.1 g/m s
density). Here, the variation in the SMMW brightness pertur-
bation remains below 4-14% of its average as the thickness is
varied, suggesting that IWD can be accurately measured. Of
course, only the IWD within the top one to two optical depths
can be directly probed. If the hydrometeor size distribution is
allowed to vary with density (case "b", using the MP and SS
size relations), the resulting SMMW brightness perturbations
vary over 4-44% of their average. It is concluded that an
independent measurement of mean hydrometeor particle size
appears to be required for unambiguous IWD measurements.
The potential for such a measurement using a widely spaced
set of SMMW channels is discussed in Section VI.
The cloud model used in this section assumes a linearly
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TABLE II
BRIGHTNESS PIEIrruII._ATIONS FOR A ?.5oKM ALTITUDE SUB'TROMCAL SUMMER CLOUD OI r VARYING TI,IICKNES$ AND FIXED I_'I'EGRATED
WATER DENSITY (LIQUID AND ICE) OF 2.0 _,/Cm 2. CALCULATIONS ASSUME MEAN HYDROMETEOR SIZES THAT ARE (A) FIXED,
AT THE MP/SS VALUES FOR 0.] Wm 3 DE.NSn'Y, AND ('B) VARYING _ DENsrr'Y, ACCORDING 1D THE MP/SS REJ..*TIO_S
Mean
Size Liquid Mean Ice
Distribution Puu:lius Radius
(ram) (ram)
Cloud
Thickness
BrightnessDecrease(K) at
Frequency(GHz):
0un) 9O 166 22O 34O _tl0
Clear-air:no cloud 0 0 0 0 0
0.5
1.0
2.O
3.0
4.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
-14.3 -26.7 -30.5 -25.3 -18.5
-14.5 -27.2 -31.2 -25.9 -19.1
-14.7 -28.2 -32.4 -27.4 -20.8
-15.0 -29.2 -33.7 -29.2 -22.6
-lS.l -30.1 -34.8 -30.9 -24.4
-|6.1 -21.8 -21.1 -14.4 -10.2
-16.0 -2.5.9 -27.2 -20.2 -14.7
-14.7 -28.2 -32.4 -27.4 -20.8
-13.7 -28.7 -34.5 -31.9 -25.1
-12.8 -28.6 -35.5 -35.1 -287
(") 0.125 0.126
(a) 0.125 0.126
(a) 0.125 0.126
(a) 0.125 0.126
(a) 0.125 0.126
Co) 0.177 0.261
(b) 0.]49 0.]82
(b) 0.125 0.126
(b) 0.113 0.102
(b) o.] 05 O.OS8
mixed phase between the freezing level and the •hitude of ice
nucleation (assumed to be -30 °C). While this is an accepted
model for precipitating clouds, the mixed phase is unusual in
nonprecipitating clouds. Here, the Bergeron-Findeisen process
rapidly depletes the liquid phase, resulting in precipitating ice
that subsequently liquifies upon descent. However, insofar as
passive sensing is concerned, the effects of a mixed-phase
cloud are similar to those of a two-layer ice-over-liquid cloud.
Such a two-layer cloud does not exhibit Bergeron formation,
and is thus relatively stable. The reason for the radiometric
similarity is that passive EHF and SMMW observations are
not extremely sensitive to the precise height of partially
opaque layers of hydrometeors. Thus, for the purposes of
this section, it is appropriate to use the linearly mixed-phase
model. If the mixed-phase region were deleted from the
model, then the proper choice of ice nucleation temperature
becomes important. By choosing 0 °C, the model becomes
biased toward strongly-scattering ice clouds. By choosing -30
°C, the model becomes biased toward absorbing supercooled
liquid clouds. While uncommon in nature, the mixed-phase
cloud model effectively sets the ice nucleation temperature in
between these extremes.
V. PRECIPITATION MAPPING
Channels at 220, 340, and 410 Ol-h are more sensitive to
clouds than the conventional EHF channels, although they
are not as sensitive as IR channels, and are not expected
tto exhibit brightness temperature saturation for many cases
of convective and stratiform precipitation. To demonstrate,
brightness temperatures over simulaled heavy clouds and
r•incells have been computed using the iterative numerical
model for the high-frequency window channels 90, 166, 220,
340, and 410 GHz (Fig. 7). The computations used the iterative
method, assuming MP liquid spheres, SS ice spheres, and HG
phase functions with the total hydrometeor density uniform
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convectiveprecipitation"(]) c_mr-air,20% rm_mc'e_]ativehumidily. (2)
d_r-air, 80% surfacerelativehumidity, (3) 4-6 km. 0.] _m _, MP liquid
cloud layer, (4) 4-.6 kin, 0.3 ghn _', MP liquid cloud layer, (5) I-6 kin. ! g/m y
MP-$S cell, (6) 8.-10 kin, 0.l I/m', SS ice cloud layer, (7) 8-1(} kin, 0.3
II/m _', ,5,5 ice cloud layer, (8) I-]0 kin, ! I/rn _ MP-SS cell, (9) 8-10 kin, 0.3
g/m 3. MP ice cloud layer, (10) 1-14 kin, ! I/m _ MP-S$ cell.
over the indicated altitude regions. The temperature profile
is interpolated from the U.S. standard atmosphere listings for
July at 35 o N latitude, and the temperature of ice nucleation
is -30 °C. An exponential water vapor decay with a 2-
kin scale height and 20% nominal surface relative humidity,
and • land background with 5% reflectivity is assumed. The
accuracy of the model has been verified for a case of mature
convective precipitation using nadiral 118-Gttz spectra [] ].
The model also yields results that arc consistent with a
numerical microwave radiative transfer model currently used
st the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center [26].
Several scenarios are displayed in Fig. 7: moist and dry
clear-air (curves 1 and 2), and both low- and high-altitude
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clouds(curves3,4,6,7,and 9)and precipitation(curves5,8,
and I0).The hydrometeordensityvariesfrom 0.Ito1.0g/m s,
correspondingtoMP precipitationratesof ~ I - 18 mm/hr,
respectively.As shown by Adler etal.[27]usingcoincident
microwave and IR data,an IR channelwould be expectedto
saturateoverany ofthehydrometeor-ladenscenarios(3-10)in
Fig.7 (seealso[28]).Conversely,microwave channelsat92
and 183 GHz have been shown tocontainusefulinformation
on theunderlyingstormstructureand rainrate(see,e.g.,[29]).
From Fig.7, the response of the SMMW channels(340
and 410 GI-Iz)relativeto the conventionalchannels can
be predicted.Over the eightcloud and raincellscenarios,
the expected brightness variation of a SMMW channel is
approximately one-third to three-fourths that of a 90-GHz
channel. Further, the sensitivity of a SMMW channel to
precipitation will be suppressed relative to 90-GHz, and the
sensitivity to thin (nonprecipitating) clouds will be enhanced.
Overall. the SMMW channels will be somewhat less sensitive
to storm structure and rain rate than at 90-GHz, but more
sensitive to the presence of ice canopies.
The computed weighting functions for absorbing and scat-
tering hydrometeor-laden atmospheres at 90- and 340-GHz
(Figs. 8(a) and (b)) help explain these sensitivity differences.
Two features are essential in determining the upwelling bright-
ness: the weighting function peak-altitude and the cosmic
background weight H:CB (the background weight is essentially
equal to the cell top reflectivity since little refection occurs
via the land surface).At low ice densities(< 0.3 g/ms,or
-,-Imm/hr SS iceprecipitationrate),scatteringand absorption
at340 GHz (Fig.2(b))cause up to 20% celltop reflection,
alongwith a high-altitude(,,,8- 10 km) weightingfunction
peak.Both oftheseeffectsproducea coolingintheupwelling
brightness,although the mechanism of celltop reflection,
ratherthanemissionfrom colderlevels,isdominant.At higher
icedensities,the 340-GHz single-scatteringalbedodecreases
slightly,effectivelysaturatingthe celltop reflectivity.Any
furtherdecreasesin 340-GHz brightnessare due primarily
to increasesin the cell-topopacity,which furtherattenuate
radiationoriginatingfrom warm low altitudes.
At 90 GHz, ice scatteringis insignificantuntila critical
densityof-,,0.Sg/m3 isexceeded.Such a criticalvaluem'ises
due to a strongnonlinearitybetween cloud densityand the
volume scatteringcoefficient:as cloud densityincreases,so
does the mean cloud paniclesize.For Rayleigh scattere_
thiscausesan abruptincreaseinthe scatteringcoefficient(as
illustratedby Fig.5(b)).Thus,the90-GHz brightnessexhibits
littlechange atlower densities.At higherdensities,the cell
isradiometricallyopaque [I]:The weightingfunctionpeaks
withintheicelayer,and therefiectivityrapidlyincreaseswith
density.However, inthiscasethe90-GHz icesingle-scattering
albedodoes notsignificantlydecreasewith increasingdensity.
Thus, atdensitiesgreaterthan ~ 0.5 g/m3,the 90-Gl-lzcell
top reflectivityexceeds thatat340 GHz by severalpercent,
and theresultingbrightnesstemperaturedoes not _turatefor
typicalcelldensities.
Screeningby water vapor above the celltop contributes
furthertoreducedsensitivityat340 GHz relativeto 90 GHz.
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By considering the summer low-latitude atmospheric profile in
Fig. 7, the extreme effects of water vapor screening on SMMW
observations are displayed. For example, curves 3-5 show
the window-channel response to low-altitud.e (6 km cell top)
fiquid precipitation. Although the liquid drops cause significant
scattering and absorption at SMMW frequencies, variations
in brighmess are screened by intervening water vapor. For
high-altitude cells, the screening opacity is small (curves 6-8,
10), and the resulting variations in the SMMW channels are
significantly greater. For these scenarios, the SMMW channels
will not saturate, and can provide useful information on storm
structure, heavy clouds, and precipitation for many scenarios
in which IR channels would saturate. Precipitation cell cores
should be detectable at 220-, 340-, and 410-GHz beneath many
optically opaque (0.01-0.05 g/cm 2) cirrus canopies. By virtue
of their potential for enhanced spatial resolution, such channels
would be particularly useful for precipitation mapping and
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resolving ambiguities caused by fractional footprint-filling in
10-, 18-, and 37-GHz images of oceanic rain rate. At high-
latitudes or during winter conditions, the screening opacity
due to water vapor will be considerably lower, and the SMMW
channels will be particularly useful for detecting and mapping
bolh high- and low-altitude precipitating clouds.
For radiometrically opaque cells (i.e., Ws ,_ 0), the cell
probing depth is the distance down into the cell over which
most emission occurs. This defines a region which comprises
most of the weighting function's area below the cell top. Below
this region, no direct radiometric observations of hydrometeor
parameters can be made. Under most conditions, the SMMW
channels will not be able to directly probe surface rain rate.
However, indirect information on low-level rainrate might be
inferred statistically from correlations with direct radiometric
observations of other raincell parameters, e.g., the cell's size
and altitude [30], [31]. In addition, the monotonic decrease
of cell probing depth with increasing frequency suggests that
hydrometeor parameter profiling in heavy clouds and precipita-
lion cell tops might be facilitated using conventional channels
along with a widely spaced set of SMMW channels. The
concept of passive precipitation profiling has been discussed
by Kummerow [29].
V|. ADDITIONAL METEOROLOGICAL DEGREES
OF FREEDOM THROUGH WIDEBAND OBSERVATIONS
The enhanced sensitivity to ice clouds at 220 and, 325
GHz is a deterrent for water vapor profiling, However, it
is expected that by using these channels in conjunction with
the conventional channels (90, 166, and 183 GHz), additional
meteorological information (not obtainable using either of
these bands exclusively) can be obtained.
Support for this notion arises from nadiral aircraft observa-
tions at 60 and 118 Gl-Iz [1], [32]. The data has revealed
that perturbations caused by clouds and light precipitation
are typically 2-3 times as large in the II8-GHz channels
as compared to corresponding 60-Gl-lz channels (i.e., those
with similar clear-air weighting functions). The observed sen-
sitivity differences have been corroborated by calculations
using the iterative radiative transfer model, and are due to
Rayleigh scattering and absorption by the electrically small
hydrometeors. Thus, coincident observations of clouds and
light precipitation using similar 60 and 118-Gl-lz channels
results in an additional degree of freedom related to liquid
and ice water content, although it is not clear at this lime
how to best use this information. Over heavy precipitation, the
scatlering and absorbing hydrometeors are electrically large.
In this case the coincident 60 and Ilg-GHz perturbations are
comparable, and provide no additional information.
Analogously, at least one additional degree of freedom is
expected using similar channels near the 183- and 325-GHz
H20 lines. Due to the Rayleigh frequency dependence of
small (< 0.1 mm diameter) hydrometeors, lhese channels
will respond differently to layers of nonprecipitating cloud.
Referring again to Fig. 4, a thin ice cloud layer (8-10 ks,
0.1 g/m 3) perturbs channels near 325 GHz more strongly
than near 183 GHz (nearly a 15-K difference), suggesting
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that information concerning the presence of the thin cloud is
available from the difference spectra between these two bands.
This information can potentially be used to correct water vapor
soundings, and is only available from coincident observations
at both 183 and 325 GHz. As the cloud density increases (8-10
ks, 0.3 g/m s cloud layer and 1-10 ks, l g/m s cell), the sign
of the trend in Fig. 4 reverses, and the 183-GHz channels
are more strongly perturbed (nearly a -20 K difference). The
bimodal sensitivity is a consequence of the transition from
Rayleigh to Mie scattering as the hydrometeor density (and
hence size) increases. For frequencies below the Rayleigh-Mie
transition peak (Figs. 2(a) and (b)), scattering and absorption
increase with frequency. Above this peak, scattering by ice
and both scanermg and absorption by liquid decrease slowly
with frequency.
Another example of an additional degree of freedom is
illustrated in Fig 9. Computed brightness perturbation spectra
over a rain cell using a wideband channel set are shown for
two different ice size distributions: MP and SS. The model cell
density is I g/m s and extends from 1 to 10 km in altitude. The
temperature of ice nucleation is -30 ° C. The MP-distributed
ice spheres (which are typically smaller than SS-distributed
spheres for densities near I g/m s) cool the brightness spectrum
at the higher EHF frequencies (90, 118, 166, 183, 220 Gl-lz)
and increase the brightness spectrum at lower frequencies (6,
10, 18, 22, 37, and 60 GHz). Thus, the brightness perturbation
spectrum "pivots" around a frequency near 75 GHz. The slope
of this spectrum, as measured using a widely spaced channel
set, contains information on the particle size distribution.
For a wideband EHF and SMMW channel set, a similar
degree of freedom related to cloud ice panicle size might be
expected. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 (curves 7 and 9), for a
2-ks thick, 0.3 g/m s ice layer. Here the computed window
channel spectrum also pivots as the ice size distribution is
changed from SS to MP, but around a frequency of -,- 140
GHz. The change reduces the mean ice radius from ,,, 0.22
mm to ,,- 0.16 ms, which subsequently increases the 166,
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2:20,340, and 410 GHz scattering coefficients, thereby cooling
the high-frequency portion of the spectrum. Simultaneously,
scattering is slightly decreased at 90 GHz, thereby warming
the low-frequency portion.
Generalizing, we can define the spectra] pivot frequency j'p
as the frequency at which the hydrometeor extinction exhibits
minimum sensitivity to mean hydrometeor size:
O_ce
_ 0 (5)
o(a>
From the preceding discussion, it appears that fp _ 32/(a),
where a is in millimeters and fp is in gigahenz. This is in
general agreement with relationships determined graphically
using constant-extinction contours (Figs. lO(a) and Co)), where
it is seen (dashed lines) that f_ _, 15/(a) for liquid tad
fp _ 25/(a) for ice. In either case, fp is slightly below
the Rayleigh-Mie transition frequency, and results from the
scattering peak near this frequency.
The sensitivity to size distribution displayed by the pertur-
bation spectra in Figs. 7 and 9 suggest an observable mode
which is related to the mean ice particle size. Indeed, the
slope of the brightness spectrum near fp is sensitive to the
mean hydrometeor size, and thus might potentially be useful
for such measurements. Due to the inherent lack of structure
in microwave hydrometeor scattering and absorption spectra,
a widely-spaced window-channel set (preferably spanning at
least one octave) with high spatial resolution (to eliminate
footprint-filling ambiguities) would be required to observe this
hypothesized hydrometeor size degree of freedom. The EHF
and SMMW window channelsfrom 90 to410 GHz arewell
suitedfor thistask.
Brightnessesnear /p exhibitminimum sensitivityto hy-
drometeor size variations,and thus should be useful for
measurements ofothercellparameterssuch asIWD. For many
nonprecipitatingclouds,/v isbetween ~ 200- 600 GHz,
suggestingthatthe SMMW channels220, 340 and 410 Gl-Iz
are particularlywell suitedfor nonprecipitatingcloud IWD
measurements.
VII. _ MILIJMETER-WAVE IMAGING RADIOMETER (MIR)
The Millimeter-Wave Imaging Radiometer (MIR) is a new
instrument being designed for studies of airborne passive
microwave retrieval of tropospheric water vapor, clouds, and
precipitation parameters [33]. The MIR is a total-power cross-
track scanning radiometer for use on either the NASA ER-2
(high-altitude) or DC-8 (medium altitude) aircraft. The current
design includes EHF channels at 89, 150, 183,+1,3,7, and
220 GHz, and SMMW channels at 3254-1,3, and 9 Gl-lz.
Identi(:al 3.5 ° beamwidths for all channels produce nadiral
3-dB footprint sizes of _, 7'00 m at mid-altitude (_, 10 kin)
when operated aboard the NASA ER-2 (the cruise altitude of
the ER-2 is ,,, 20 kin). The 4-50 ° field-of-view is scanned
every ,.., 2.9 s.
The current MIR design consists of a scanhead and data
acquisition system, designed for installation in the ER-2 su-
perpod nose cone. The scanhead will house the receivers
(feedhorns, mixers, local oscillators, IF amplifiers, and video
detectors), a scanning mirror, hot and cold calibration loads,
and temperature sensors. The data acquisition system is to con-
sist ofa 80286-based computer with 1000 MB tape drive, a 12-
b 48-channel opto-isolated A/D converter, 8-b D/A convener
(for offset drift compensation) and a power supply/conditioning
module. Software-controlled offset and gain adjustments will
compensate for expected receiver gain and noise temperature
• fluctuations.
The high spatial resolution El-IF and SMMW brightness
imagery will be useful for:
1. (1) Verifying El-IF and SMMW radiative transfer mod-
els in clear air, clouds and precipitation, with direct
comparisons at frequencies up to 334 GHz,
2. (2) constructing and evaluating EHF and SMMW map-
ping and retrieval algorithms for precipitation parameters
(e.g., rainfall rate, panicle size, and cell-top altitude),
cloud parameters (e.g., liquid and ice water content,
and particle size), and water vapor profile retrievals. Of
particular interest are potential measurements of cirrus
ice water content, and evaluation of the 325-GHz water
vapor line for spaceborne profiling of tropospheric water
vapor. In addition, the imagery will be useful for:
3. (3) studying convective raince]l and atmospheric gravi-
tational wave structure,
4. (4) evaluation of passive microwave satellite data from
instruments such as AMSU-B and SSM/T2, and
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5. (5) development of techniques for combining obser-
vations at EHF and SMMW channels along with IR
and conventional microwave' channels to facilitate the
estimation of temperature and water vapor profiles, and
precipitation parameters, particularly ice density and ice
size distributions.
Many of the MIR science objectives will require comple-
mentary data from other airborne, ground-, and satellite-
based instruments (e.g., imaging radiometers operating at com-
plementary frequencies, ground-based and airborne doppler
weather radars, satellite- and airborne optical and infrared
imagers, and radiosondes).
VIII. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have outlined the chief advantages and
disadvantages of passive EHF and SMMW channels as ap-
plied to satellite-based tropospheric and lower stralospheric
remote sensing. Briefly, the following conclusions are drawn
concerning these largely unexplored channels:
(I) Enhanced spatial resolution from diffraction-limited
antennas of practical size is available using the SMMW
channels.
(2) Channels around the 325-GHz water vapor fine and in
the 220-Gl-lz window can be used for water vapor profiling
in clear air with an accuracy comparable to that expected
using 166 and 183-GH2 channels. However, with no additional
information, the adverse effects of clouds will be greater.
(3) Clouds can be detected using 340 or 410 GHz at
densities as low as 0.004g/cm 2, particularly under polar winter
conditions or at altitudes greater than ,_ 6 km. The available
sensitivity to clouds increases significantly with frequency
above 90 GHz. Thus, the SMMW channels are expected to
be useful for imaging cirrus and nonprecipitating cumulus
structure. For subtropical summer clouds under ,,- 4 - 6 km
altitude, 90, 166, and 220 GHz appear best for detection and
IWD measurement.
(4) Many heavy clouds and precipitation can be mapped
using SMMW channels with one-third to three-fourths of the
brightness variation expected using 90 OHz. Saturation, as
exhibited in IR imagery of rain cells, is not often expected.
Images of cirrus clouds using SMMW channels and raincells
might potentially facilitate the indirect retrieval of surface
rain rate using other low-frequency microwave channels (e.g.,
10, 18, and 37 GHz). However, contrast reduction due to
water vapor screening will be significant for cells with low
top-altitudes (-,, 6 km or less) during subtropical summers.
(5) Additional meteorological degrees of freedom related
to water vapor, cloud integrated water density, and mean
panicle size are expected using a wideband set of EHF and
SMMW channels. For unambiguous detection of clouds under
summer subtropical conditions, independent information on
the water vapor profile will be required. This could potentially
be obtained from such a wideband set. It also appears possible
that a wideband set of EHF and SMMW channels (e.g., 90,
166, 220, 340, and 410 GHz) can be used to retrieve both
cloud integrated water density and mean hydrometeor size.
Major deterrents to developing meteorological retrieval al-
gorithms using EHF and SMMW passive channels are the
nascent states of radiative transfer science and the lack of
experimental radiometric imagery for microwave frequencies
above 200 GHz. Meteorological data flights of the MIR aboard
the NASA ER-2 along with subsequent data analyses will be
crucial in refining radiative transfer models (particularly for
cirrus clouds) and in developing EHF and SMMW retrieval
algorithms. The first MIR data flights occurred in 1992,
and future flights are planned for 1993 in conjuncton with
TOGA/COARE. Measurements of mean ice panicle size and
cloud IWD could provide useful information on the infrared
radiative properties of cirrus clouds; these results could have
an impact on the role of cirrus in global warming and links
between cirrus clouds and precipitation. Currently, cirrus cloud
radiative properties are a major source of uncertainty in global
radiation and climate models.
We specifically have not addressed the issues of nascent
SMMW receiver and antenna technology, or the increased in-
tegration noise expected for high-resolution SMMW observa-
tions due to reduced spot dwell time. Indeed, enhanced spatial
resolution using a single-beam scanning imager can be gained
only at the expense of reduced spot integration time, and hence
increased radiometric noise. However, such increases can
potentially be offset by using multiple scanning beams, wider
IF bandwidths, longer scene revisit times, and improvements
• in receiver sensitivity. Reflector surface accuracies of 10/Jm
or less are acceptable up to 410 GILt, and are technologically
feasible for spaceborne antennas several meters in diameter. It
is (somewhat tacitly) assumed that these and other associated
problems are surmountable through future improvements in
radiometer and large space structure technology. However,
careful absolute calibration and high radiometric resolution
will be required to observe any wideband spectral modes.
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In microwave radiometry, hot and cold blackbody targets of known temperature and
emissivity are used to calibrate microwave radiometers. The calibration process involves
estimating two slowly time-varying system parameters (the gain m and offset b) from noisy
observations of these targets, where the output voltage v - raT + B -6 n,and n is an ad-
ditive Gaussian white noise. Using only. two observations, (vm and vci) along with known
associated antenna temperatures (Tin and Tci), the pairwise estimates are:
vm - vci vc_Tm - vmTci
Writ. bi--
- Tc, Tm- Tci
Much of the error in the above estimates can be removed applying a non-causal, discrete
linear filter:
= E wr = E b,_,
/¢ k
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the application of optimal filters to radiometer
calibration.
For observation sequences that are long compared to the gain and offset correlation
times, an optimal linear filter (Wiener filter) can be used to minimize the mean-square errors
_i - ra and bi - b between the actual and estimated system parameters. Upon substitution
for _i and hi, the errors become Ek w_' rai_k - ra and Et w_' bi__ - b which are squared
and differentiated with respect to the filter coefficients w_ and set equal to zero. This will
minimize the error with respect to the filter coefficients and produce the optimal filter.
In order to implement the filter, the autocorrelation functions/_k and R b of the pro-
cesses m, b and the noise standard deviation o, are estimated from the pairwise observations
ral and hi. The Wiener filter coefficients are obtained from these statistical measurements.
However, the underlying gain and offset parameters are not stationary and exhibit random
jumps. In order to properly apply the Wiener filter, a method for detecting deviations in
the statistical behavior of the pairwise estimates has been developed using the Z-test. If the
ratio of the short time standard deviations exceeds a given threshold, a jump is detected. If
so, the Wiener filter is shortened accordingly, and the filter coefficients renormalized.
The application of the above algorithm to data from the Millimeter-wave Imaging
Radiometer (MIR) will be discussed. The MIR is a cross-track scanning radiometer with
channels at 90, 150, 183+1,3,7 and 3254-1,3,7 GHz. Recent data from flights of the MIR
on the NASA ER-2 high-altitude aircraft during the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere
(TOGA) Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) will be presented.
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Electromagnetic Scattering from Microwave
Absorbers:
Laboratory Verification of the Coupled Wave Theory
A.J. Gasiewski, D.M. Jackson"
School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0250
Laboratory W-band measurements of the bistatic scattering func-
tion of some common microwave absorbing structures have been made. The
structures investigated include periodic wedge-type and pyramid-type iron-
epoxy calibration loads and fiat carbon-foam "Echosorb _ samples (Table I).
Measurements were made using an HP 8510 network analyzer interfaced to
a focussed-lens scattering range (Figure l). The test set provided a dynamic
range of _ 55 dB. Swept frequency measurements over the band 75-100 GHz
have revealed specular and Bragg reflection characteristics in the measured
data.
The range consists of two mechanical booms (one eac_ for the re-
ceiver and transmitter) that rotate about a common axis. A standard-gain
horn and rexo]ite lens (focal length = 8.5 cm) are mounted on each boom
and are aligned to produce a 4-cm (approximately) focussed spot on the sam-
ple under test, located on the axis of rotation. Both co- and cross-polarized
reflection measurements for both TE- and TM-incident polarizations can be
made. Figure 2 (A] plate) shows the 90-GHz angular response of the range
for a fixed incident angle (rio°) and variable scattering angle.
In interpreting the data, the angular response of the system to the
specular scattering from a fiat alurrdnum plate is deconvo]ved from the mea-
sured reflectivities. Three deconvo]ution procedures are considered: Fourier
transformation, linear minimum mean-square error estimation (LMMSE),
and the CLEAN algorithm [1]. A major drawback of Fourier trandorma-
tion is an enhancement of noise energy near the zeroes of the transformed
angular response. The LMMSE technique is an implementation of a dis-
crete non-causal Wiener filter and is less sensitive to measurement noise.
The CLEAN algorithm was originally developed for radioastronomica] im-
age enhancement in which the measured data consisted of a two-dimensional
distribution of point sources convolved with the response function of the ra-
diote]escope. Since the bistatic scattering function of a periodic surface is an
angular distribution of impulses, CLEAN is also well-suited for deconvolution
of the W-hand scattering measurements.
Theoretical calculations of the bistatic scattering coefficient for the
3O
periodic wedge samples were pedormed using the coupled wave method [2, 3].
In this method, the periodic region between the peaks and troughs of the
wedge structure is discretized into inhomogeneous horizontal layers. The
permeability and permittivity in the layers are each represented as Fourier
series. The EM fields within each layer are expressed u a mxm of inho-
mogeneous plane waves. The fields above and below the wedge region are
expressed as a sum of propagating and evanescent Floquet harmonics. By
using Maxwell's curl equations, a set of coupled equations involving the un-
known wave amplitudes is obtained. A solution for the amplitudes is found
using eigenanalysis and EM-field boundary conditions at the interfaces to
each layer. The numerical accuracy for the fields in each region is checked
using conservation of energy.
Figure 2 is a comparison between calculated and measured co-
polarized TM reflection at 90-GHz for sample @4 (wedge absorber), assum-
ing e, = 9.0 - j0.4 and _, = 1.0 - j0.5. The computed location of the
first Bragg lobe (-10.1 °) is consistent with the measured response near this
angle. Moreover, the calculated magnitudes of both the specular lobe and
first Bragg lobe are consistent with the measured values. For this case, all
other reflected harmonics are evanescent. The me_ured reflectivity for sam-
pie @5 showed evidence of several propagating harmonics, as predicted. For
example, at 90 Ghz and incident angle of 60 °, there are 7 Bragg lobes. The
laboratory measurements for the wedge absorbers also showed higher specu-
lar and Bragg reflection t'or TE-incident waves than for TM-incident waves,
as expected.
Additional measurements were made for several other structures.
Measured TM re_ctivitiesforsample @2 (flatdielectric)showed only a small
Brewster-angle null(-_3dB), indicatinga complex permeability. Sample @3
(fiatopen-cellabsorber sheet)exhibited a TE co-polarizedspecular reflectiv-
ityof -_ -10 dB at 90-GHz for45° incidence.Due to the largeelectricalsize
of the cells,diffusescatteringwas expected, but not observed in the raw data.
For sample @6 {pyramid load),the dynamic range was insufficiento char-
acterize the reflectivity.This was not unexpected since two-dimensionally
periodic structuresgenerallyscatterenergy over the entireupper hemisphere.
Acknowledgements: The authors wish to thank M. Bliesener and P.
Doshi, E.E. School, Georgia Tech, and P. Priedrich, Georgia Tech Research
Institute t'or their assistance in the measurements. The pyramidal absorber
was provided by the ZAX Millimeter Wave Corporation.
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)Sample Description
1 Flat AI plate
2 Flat Fe-epoxy slab
3 Flat carbon-foam "Ecbosorb" sheet
(pore .ize ~ 0.5 ram)
4 Periodic wedge Fe-epoxy absorber
(pitch--3.2 ram, depthffi6.5 ram)
5 Periodic wedge Fe-epoxy _bsorber
(pitch=12.5 nun, depth=24.0 ram)
6 Periodic pyramid Fe-epoxy absorber
(pitch=f0 ram, depth---40 ram)
Table 1: Description of samples used in the laboratory bistatic reflection
measurements.
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Laboratory Measurements of Water
Gravity Wave Characteristics Using Full
Polarization Microwave Radiometry
D.B. Kunkee, A.J. Gasiewski
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To demonstrate the usefulness of the full Stokes vector (Tv, Th, Tu =
2Re(E_,Eh*) and :Iv = 2Im(E_Eh')) in determining the characteristics (i.e.
direction) of ocean waves from satellite-based passive observations, radiomet-
tic emissions from a striated water surface under clear air background condi-
tions were observed at 92 GHz. A Dicke-switched dual-polarized radiometer
with additional circuitry to provide estimates of the four Stokes parameters
(A.J. Gasiewski and D.B. Kunkee, "Calibration and Applications of Polar-
ization Correlating Radiometers", accepted for publication in IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech July, 1992) was used to obtain calibrated full polari-
metric measurements over the entire range of water wave azimuthal angles ¢,.
The measurements were compared to theoretical calculations based on the Kir-
choff approximation (KA) for a sinusoidal surface. The KA models the surface
as a distribution of specularly reflecting facets, each of which contributes to the
total observed radiation in accordance with the Fresnel reflectivity relations.
For sinusoidal water waves of h/A = 0.05 (where h is the peak amplitude
and A is the water wavelength), the measured Tu amplitude is approximately
"l'lO°K over 0 ° < ¢, < 3600 at an observation angle of 0, = 65 ° (see figure).
The peak-to-peak variation of Tu is comparable to the measured variations
of Tv and Th. For near-nadir observations the Tv response decreases, but
could be significant for some remote sensing applications. The wave tank
measurements suggest that ocean wave direction will be observable (modulo
180 °) using T_, Th, and Tv.
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